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TENSOR STABLE MODULI STACKS AND REFINED
REPRESENTATIONS OF QUIVERS
TARIG ABDELGADIR AND DANIEL CHAN
Abstract. In this paper, we look at the problem of modular realisations of derived equiv-
alences, and more generally, the problem of recovering a Deligne-Mumford stack X and a
bundle T on it, via some moduli problem (on X or A = EndX T ). The key issue is, how does
one incorporate some of the monoidal structure of Coh(X) into the moduli problem. To this
end, we introduce a new moduli stack, the tensor stable moduli stack which generalises the
notion of the Serre-stable moduli stack. We then show how it can be used both for stack
recovery and the modular realisation problem for derived equivalences. We also study the
moduli of refined representations and how it addresses these problems. Finally, we relate
the two approaches when T is a tilting bundle which is a direct sum of line bundles.
1. Introduction
Moduli spaces are a fruitful way to study a k-linear abelian category C. The McKay
correspondence provides one spectacular example. Here, we let G ⊂ SL(2, k) be a finite group
and take C to be the category of G-equivariant k[x, y]-modules. There is a natural moduli
space of objects in C, corresponding to some natural discrete invariant, which recovers the
minimal resolution of A2/G. Another highly influential example is the point scheme of Artin-
Tate-van den Bergh [6]. Here C is the category of graded modules over some noncommutative
graded algebra. The point scheme is the rigidified moduli space of “point modules” in C. In
the case of the 3-dimensional Sklyanin algebra, this point scheme is an elliptic curve, and
the algebra can be fully analysed since it has a codimension one quotient which is a twisted
version of a homogeneous co-ordinate ring on the elliptic curve.
This raises the natural question, what moduli problems should one study, and the above
examples may tempt one to think that the only interesting one is the (rigidified) moduli
of isomorphism classes of objects in C. However, this is far from the case, and the easiest
way to appreciate this is the tautological moduli problem: How do you recover a Deligne-
Mumford (DM) stack X as a (rigidified) moduli problem on C = Coh(X)? As stated in this
generality, this problem is doomed to failure, for objects in abelian categories have connected
automorphism groups whereas the stabiliser groups of DM stacks are finite groups. A deeper
reason is that Gabriel-Rosenberg’s theorem for reconstructing schemes from their abelian
categories of quasi-coherent sheaves fails for DM stacks.
Lurie’s Tannakian duality for geometric stacks [21] provides the inspiration to get around
these issues: [21, Theorem 5.11] states that one may recover X from its monoidal abelian
category (Coh(X),⊗). Therefore the key to solving the tautological moduli problem is to
remember some of the monoidal structure of Coh(X). One of the main goals of this paper is
to construct and study interesting moduli stacks on an abelian category C which somehow
incorporate residues of this monoidal structure in C (note C is not necessarily monoidal).
Gabriel-Rosenberg’s theorem shows that we need not remember all the monoidal structure,
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since we can safely ignore all monoidal structure in the case of schemes. The moduli stacks of
interest for us are those which address either the tautological moduli problem above, or the
related problem of modular realisations of derived equivalences. The latter seeks to express
a derived equivalence between C and X as a Fourier-Mukai transform whose kernel is the
universal bundle for some moduli problem on C.
The first moduli stack we construct generalises the rather ad hoc Serre stable moduli stack
introduced in Chan-Lerner’s [13]. To motivate this, we consider the case where X = X is a
separated scheme and there is a simple solution to the tautological moduli problem. Take
∆ ⊂ X ×X to be the diagonal, then O∆ is the universal skyscraper sheaf on X . For stacks,
it is not clear what the correct notion of a skyscraper sheaf is since they can “fractionate” in
the language of physics. In Section 3, we address this problem and define the moduli stack
M of skyscraper sheaves. To incorporate the monoidal structure, we consider line bundles
L1, . . . ,Ls ∈ PicX and the corresponding rationally defined self-maps Li ⊗X (?) : M 99K M.
The tensor stable moduli stack ML1,...,Ls is defined in Definition 4.2 as a mild modification of
the simultaneous fixed point stack. When X is a scheme, the maps Li⊗X (?) are the identity
so the procedure is trivial, but this is no longer the case when X has stacky points. One of
our main results is the following rather imprecise re-statement of Theorem 5.2 which vastly
generalises the rather ad hoc [13, Theorem 9.6].
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a separated quasi-projective stack and suppose that L1⊕ . . .⊕Ls is
faithful. Then ML1,...,Ls ≃ X.
The hypothesis on L1 ⊕ . . .⊕Ls implies that the stabiliser groups of X are all abelian. For-
tunately, this is good enough for applications to the weighted (a.k.a. GL) projective spaces
of Herschend-Iyama-Minamoto-Opperman [17], an example we look at in Section 9. It also
applies to the weighted projective surfaces studied in [12]. We remark that, incorporating
monoidal structure in this way, also solves the aforementioned issue of connected automor-
phism groups in a manner reminiscent of classical Tannakian duality for finite groups.
We turn our attention now to the modular realisation problem, which was recently solved
in the special case of Geigle-Lenzing [15] derived equivalences in [13] and Abdelgadir-Ueda’s
[1]. To this end, let X be a DM stack that possesses a tilting bundle T . Consider the
endomorphism algebra A = EndX T which can be written as kQ/I for some quiver Q and
admissible ideal I. Our starting point is the moduli stack M of A-modules of dimension
vector ~d, rigidified so as to remove the common automorphism group Gm.
One natural approach we follow is to use the derived equivalence F = RHomX(T , ?) to
try to transfer the tautological moduli problem to one realising F . This works for the tensor
stable moduli stack as follows. The functors Li ⊗X (?) now correspond to two-sided tilting
complexes Li over A, and the only monoidal structure on Coh(X) we remember are the
auto-functors (?) ⊗LA Li on D
b(A). These now give partially defined self-maps on M and
ML1,...,Ls can be defined as before. This leads to Theorem 6.4 which we state imprecisely as,
Theorem 1.2. Under ampleness conditions on Li, T , there is a natural isomorphism X ≃
ML1,...,Ls. Furthermore, the data of the universal object includes the universal A-module T ∨,
which can be used to realise the derived equivalence as a Fourier-Mukai transform.
The higher dimensional generalisation [17] of the Geigle-Lenzing derived equivalence can
in particular, be realised using this theorem. We remark that, in the case where X is a
scheme, the result here is similar to Bergmann-Proudfoot’s [9]. It is, however, important to
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note that our theorem and approach use the full force and naturality of moduli theory, and
do not rely on the restrictive smoothness or pointwise arguments found in [9].
We next look at the approach of refined representations as per [1], which incorporates the
monoidal structure in a rather different way. It is convenient now to restrict to the case where
T is a direct sum of line bundles Ti, but not necessarily a tilting bundle, and the dimension
vector is the constant ~1. These starting hypotheses and the general approach here have their
origin in Craw-Smith’s [14] theory of multilinear series and Abdelgadir’s generalisation to
toric stacks [2]. Whereas they were interested in embedding stacks in moduli spaces, we seek
to recover X as a moduli problem on C = A−mod. Of course, there needs to be conditions
on T , and tilting is but one we consider. In the refined representations approach, families
of A-modules are enhanced with refinement data g (see Section 7). This data is designed
precisely to ensure that relations among the tilting bundles Ti in Pic(X) are preserved by
the universal bundles Ui. Thus, the monoidal data structure we remember here includes the
kernel Λr of the composite Z
Q0 → PicM → PicX which sends the i-th universal bundle Ui
to Ti.
More precisely, we have (ignoring rigidification issues here for clarity), that the universal
bundles induce a morphism M → B(GQ0m ). By restricting to Λr ⊂ Z
Q0 we get a morphism
M→ BΛ∨r where Λ
∨
r is the dual group of Λr. Taking base change with pt→ BΛ
∨
r , results in
a fibre product stack M˜ which, by formal nonsense, parametrises A-modulesM enhanced by
the required refinement data g. This enhancement of A-modules has the desired effect on the
universal bundles and reduces the stabiliser groups of refined representations to subgroups
of the dual group (PicX)∨ as opposed to the larger GQ0m . Note that if i, i
′, j, j′ ∈ Q0 are
such that the Peirce components HomX(Ti, Tj),HomX(Ti′ , Tj′) of A are isomorphic we get a
natural element in Λr, and as part of the setup, we will need to pick compatible isomorphisms
between these Peirce components. The moduli stack Mref of refined representations is the
closed substack of M˜ consisting of pairs (M, g) compatible with these isomorphisms (see
Definition 7.4).
We now paraphrase Corollary 8.10.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose X is a Mori dream stack and that T captures the Cox ring of X (in
the sense of Definition 8.7). Then there is an open subset M◦ref of Mref defined by a GIT
stability parameter which is isomorphic to X.
The theorem applies in the case of GL projective spaces and encapsulates when the ad hoc
argument in [1] works. Checking the hypothesis that T captures the Cox ring is usually easy
for concrete examples, but not necessarily in the abstract. What is striking is how different
this approach to stack recovery is to the one using tensor stable moduli stacks. Even the
hypotheses for when they work are very different. This raises a host of interesting questions
like, is there a relationship between the way the two approaches incorporate the monoidal
structure?
We provide an answer when T is both a tilting bundle and a direct sum of line bundles.
We pick the Li to correspond to the Ti. We remark first that the tensor stable moduli stack
parametrises A-modules M enhanced with tensor stability data which we will denote by ψ.
Theorem 1.4. With the above hypotheses, there is an isomorphism of ML1,...,Ls with an open
subset of Mref and moreover, the inverse isomorphisms can be defined explicitly by a procedure
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which tells you how to go back and forth between tensor stability data ψ and refinement data
g.
This relates the approaches developed in [1] and [13]. There are many reasons why this
theorem is interesting. Firstly, it is not clear if the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 imply those
of Theorem 1.3, so we now know more instances where refined representations give modular
realisations of derived equivalences. Secondly, one advantage the moduli of refined represen-
tations has over the tensor stable moduli stack, is that the former is naturally a quotient
stack and can be studied via GIT whereas the latter is not obviously so. The relationship
between tensor stability and refinement data may suggest a way to apply GIT to tensor
stable moduli stacks. Finally, we do expect the open subset M◦ref referred to in Theorem 1.4
to be defined by a GIT stability parameter θ.
We end with some concluding remarks about the modular realisation of derived equiva-
lences problem. The representation theory of a finite dimensional algebra A is extremely
subtle as, for example, its complexity varies chaotically as you vary generators and relations
for A. The beauty of derived equivalences is that they now can be used to explain why some
algebras have nice representation theory. Indeed, Geigle-Lenzing formulated their derived
equivalence to explain Ringel’s study of the representation theory of canonical algebras. The
natural question is thus, given A, how might you pick a DM stack X which is derived equiv-
alent to it. The old approach is to guess X (perhaps using knowledge of K0(A)) and a tilting
bundle on it. Solutions to the modular realisation problem provide a much more elegant
approach, since they are essentially machines for churning out candidates for both X and the
tilting bundle. There is still some guesswork in the choice of ~d, Li or Λr etc. Regardless, the
machine will always produce a universal A-module, and hence adjoint functors relating A to
a moduli stack. Even if these functors are not derived equivalences, they may retain enough
information to be useful, as happens in the case of point schemes for Sklyanin algebras.
Notation and conventions. We work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. For
a finite set S we will use ZS to denote the free abelian group generated by S and χs ∈ ZS
to denote the generator corresponding to s ∈ S.
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2. Background: quasi-projective stacks
In this paper, we will mainly be dealing with quasi-projective stacks X as defined by
Kresch [20]. We record here his definition as well as some basic facts about such stacks.
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type. We will also assume that X is separated,
or more generally, has finite inertia, which just means that the inertia stack
I(X) := X×∆,X×X,∆ X
is finite over X. We know from [18] that there is a coarse moduli space X and we let
c : X→ X denote that canonical quotient morphism. Furthermore, e´tale locally on X , X is
isomorphic to a quotient stack of the form [U/G] where G is a finite group.
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Our characteristic 0 assumption ensures that X is a tame stack in the sense of [4] so in
particular, in the terminology of [5, Definition 3.1], the morphism c : X → X is cohomo-
logically affine in the sense that c is quasi-compact and c∗ : Qcoh(X) → Qcoh(X) is exact.
From [5, Proposition 3.10], we know that cohomologically affine morphisms are stable under
compositions and base change if the bases are Deligne-Mumford stacks.
We recall Alper’s projection formula [5, Proposition 4.5].
Proposition 2.1. Let f : Y → Y be a cohomologically affine morphism of Artin stacks
where Y is an algebraic space. Then the natural morphism below is an isomorphism for
quasi-coherent sheaves F ,F ′ on Y, Y , respectively.
f∗F ⊗Y F
′ → f∗(F ⊗Y f
∗F ′).
Following [22] we define
Definition 2.2. A coherent locally free sheaf G on X is a generating sheaf if the natural
morphism
c∗(c∗HomX(G,F))⊗X F → F
is surjective for every quasi-coherent sheaf F on X.
By [22, Theorem 5.2], this condition can be checked geometrically pointwise as follows.
Given any geometric point ξ : Spec k → X, we consider the (geometric) stabiliser group
Gξ := Spec k ×ξ,X I(X) which is a finite group. Then a locally free sheaf G generates if and
only if the Gξ-module ξ
∗G generates Mod-kGξ for every geometric point ξ.
The importance of this concept for us, is that it allows us to relate the theory of stacks to
non-commutative algebraic geometry.
Proposition 2.3. Fix a generating sheaf G ∈ Qcoh(X) and define A := c∗ End(G) then
Φ: Qcoh(X) −→ Mod-A
F 7−→ c∗Hom(G,F)
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. First note that Φ is exact and that G is locally free. Moreover, Φ admits a left
adjoint:
Ψ: Mod-A −→ Qcoh(X)
M 7−→ c∗M ⊗c∗A G.
We begin by showing that the composite Φ ◦ Ψ is isomorphic to the identity. Since G is a
generating sheaf, we may present a general F ∈ Qcoh(X) as follows:
c∗V1 ⊗X G −→ c
∗V2 ⊗X G −→ F
where V1,V2 ∈ Qcoh(X) are locally free. Hence it suffices to show that the adjuction
morphism Φ ◦Ψ(c∗V ⊗X G) −→ c
∗V ⊗X G is in fact an isomorphism. This then follows from
the following chain of isomorphisms:
Φ ◦Ψ(c∗V ⊗X G) ∼= c
∗(c∗Hom(G, c
∗V ⊗X G)⊗c∗A G
∼= c∗(c∗(c
∗V ⊗X End(G)))⊗c∗A G
∼= c∗(V ⊗X A)⊗c∗A G
∼= c∗V ⊗X G.
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It remains to show that Ψ ◦ Φ is isomorphic to the identity. For M ∈ Mod-A, one may
show that the adjuction morphism M → Ψ ◦Φ(M) is an isomorphism it suffices by checking
it locally on the coarse moduli space. Locally over the coarse moduli space we may freely
present M ∈ Mod-A as follows:
Am −→ An −→M −→ 0.
The result then follows from the observation that A −→ Ψ ◦ Φ(A) is an isomorphism. 
Remark 2.4. Many results about quasi-coherent sheaves on stacks can be reduced corre-
sponding results on schemes using Proposition 2.3. This seems to be a relatively easy way
to check results concerning stacks for those less familiar with the theory. We will use this a
number of times.
Definition 2.5. We say X is (quasi-)projective if it has a generating sheaf and the coarse
moduli space X is a (quasi-)projective scheme.
Examples of projective stacks include weighted projective lines as introduced by Geigle-
Lenzing [15] and the class of stacks introduced in Herschend-Iyama-Minamoto-Opperman
[17]. The authors of [17] chose to name them Geigle-Lenzing projective spaces in honour of
[15].
3. Skyscraper sheaves on stacks
In this section, we introduce the notion of a skyscraper sheaves on a quasi-projective stack
X and their moduli. By definition, the coarse moduli space X is a quasi-projective scheme
and there exists a generating sheaf G which is far from being unique. Let c : X→ X be the
canonical morphism to the coarse moduli scheme and suppose there is a fixed decomposition
G = ⊕iGi. Let A := c∗ EndX G which is a finite sheaf of algebras on X .
Let M˜Coh be the moduli stack of coherent sheaves on X. Recall that Coh(X) is a k-
linear category, so the inertia groups of every object contain a copy of Gm. We remove
this common copy of Gm by rigidification as defined for example in [3, Section 5] (see also
[13, Section 2.3] for a gentle description). Let MCoh denote the resulting rigidified moduli
stack of coherent sheaves on X. It can be described as the stackification of the following
pre-stack Mpre. Given a test scheme T , the objects of Mpre(T ) are those of M˜(T ). Given
objects M,N ∈ Mpre(T ), the isomorphisms from M to N consist of equivalence classes of
isomorphisms φ : M→M′ ⊗T N where N is a line bundle on T and φ′ : M→M′ ⊗T N ′
is equivalent to φ if there is some isomorphism l : N → N ′ with φ′ = (id⊗l)φ. The pullback
pseudo-functor is that induced from M˜Coh.
We will always rigidify our moduli stacks in this way so in general will omit the adjective
“rigidified”. We next define the (rigidified) moduli stack MFin of finite length sheaves on X.
The objects over a test scheme T consist of coherent sheaves F ∈ Qcoh(X×T ) which are flat
over T and such that the support Z ⊆ X × T of ΦG(F) := (c × idT )∗HomX(G,F) is finite
over T . Since flatness is a property of a Grothendieck category (see [8]), this is equivalent by
Proposition 2.3, to a flat family of coherent A-modules with finite support. The morphisms
in MFin are defined to be the same as for the moduli stack of coherent sheaves on X. We
note that the definition is independent of the choice of generator, since Morita equivalences
of finite sheaves of algebras over X preserve support on X .
Proposition 3.1. The moduli stack MFin is an Artin stack.
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Proof. Suppose first that X and hence X are projective so that we may speak of Hilbert
polynomials of coherent A-modules with respect to some fixed choice of an ample line bundle.
We may think of MCoh as the moduli stack of coherent A-modules and then MFin consists
of those components of MCoh whose Hilbert polynomials are bounded.
For quasi-projective X , we may pick a projective closure X¯ of X and extend A to a
coherent sheaf of algebras A¯ on X¯ . It suffices then to show that M := MFin is an open
substack of the moduli stack M¯ of finite length A¯-modules. Let F be a flat family of A-
modules over T whose support Z ⊆ X×T is finite i : X×T → X¯×T and j : Z → X¯×T be
the natural embeddings. Then i∗F = j∗F defines a flat family of A¯-modules of finite length.
This exhibits M as a substack of M¯ and it only remains to observe that the condition of
being in M is open. 
To obtain analogues of the notion of skyscraper sheaves, we need some discrete invariants.
The following helps us define such invariants.
Proposition 3.2. Let F ∈ Coh(X × T ) be a family of sheaves which is flat over T and
π1 : X × T → X, π2 : X × T → T be the projection maps. Then for any coherent locally free
sheaf V ∈ Coh(X), the sheaf (c× idT )∗HomX×T (π∗1V,F) is flat over T . In particular, if F
is a flat family of finite length sheaves, then π2∗HomX×T (π∗1V,F) is a locally free sheaf on
T .
Proof. Since HomX×T (π∗V,F) is also flat over T , it suffices, for the first assertion, to show
that (c× idT )∗F is flat over T . To this end, consider an injection of quasi-coherent sheaves
M ′ →֒ M on T . Flatness of F means that we have an injection F⊗X×T π
∗
2M
′ →֒ F⊗X×T π
∗
2M .
The projection formula in Proposition 2.1 and the fact that c× idT is cohomologically affine
now shows that the natural map
(c× idT )∗F ⊗X×T π
∗
2M
′ →֒ (c× idT )∗F ⊗X×T π
∗
2M
is injective. Hence (c× idT )∗F is indeed flat over T . The second assertion now follows from
[16, Proposition 9.2(d)]. 
The proposition allows us to make the following definition.
Definition 3.3. Let F ∈MFin(T ) be a flat family of finite length sheaves on X over T and
V be a coherent locally free sheaf on X. The V-rank of F is defined to be
V−rankF := rankT π2∗HomX×T (π
∗
1V,F).
We say that F has skyscraper V-rank if V−rankF = rankV. We define the moduli stack
MSky (resp. MG−Sky) of skyscraper sheaves (resp. relative to G = ⊕Gi), to be the substack
of MFin consisting of F ∈ MFin with skyscraper V-rank for every coherent locally free sheaf
V on X (resp. for all V = Gi).
The V-rank is an important discrete invariant we can use to decompose the moduli stack
of finite length sheaves. These invariants are of course, not all independent and it is useful
to know the relationships between them. For example, we have
Proposition 3.4. Let F ∈MFin(T ). Suppose V is a coherent locally free sheaf on X and W
is a coherent locally free sheaf on X of rank r. Then
(c∗W ⊗X V)−rankF = r(V−rankF).
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Proof. The projection formula (Proposition 2.1) ensures that
π2∗HomX×T (π
∗
1c
∗W ⊗X×T π
∗
1V,F) ≃ π2∗ (π
∗
1W ⊗X×T (c× id)∗HomX×T (π
∗
1V,F))
where we have abused notation by letting π1, π2 denote projections from both X × T and
X × T . Now the support of Hom := (c× id)∗HomX×T (π
∗
1V,F) is finite, so locally on T we
have
π∗1W ⊗X×T Hom ≃ Hom
⊕r .

Recall that the diagonal map ∆: X → X × X is a representable morphism which is not
a monomorphism unless X is an algebraic space. If X is a separated DM-stack, then by
definition, ∆ is finite and in particular, affine. We may consider ∆∗OX as a family of
coherent sheaves on X over X. To be explicit, we will consider the second factor in X × X,
the base space for the family.
Notations 3.5. Given algebraic stacks X,Y, and quasi-coherent sheaves FX ∈ Qcoh(X),F ∈
Qcoh(X× Y),FY ∈ Qcoh(Y) we let
FX ⊗X F ⊗Y FY := π
∗
XFX ⊗X×Y F ⊗X×Y π
∗
YFY
where πX , πY are the projection maps.
To get a feel for ∆∗OX, we consider the special case X = [U/G] where U is a quasi-projective
scheme and G is a finite group acting on U . If we wish to view coherent sheaves on X as
G-equivariant sheaves on X, then we should pull back ∆∗OX via π × idX : U × X → X × X
where π : U → X is the canonical quotient map, and remember the G-action. We will study
this family over X by pulling back to a family over U . Hence consider the cartesian diagram
G× U −−−→ X
δ
y y∆
U × U
π×π
−−−→ X× X
.
Here δ = (α, pr2) where α : G × U → U is the action and pr2 is the projection map. Thus
∆∗OX when pulled back to a family on U is given by the G-equivariant sheaf δ∗OG×U . It
is useful to view this as the skew group ring G#OU where left multiplication by G and
OU give the structure of a G-equivariant sheaf, and right multiplication by OU determines
the geometry of the family. Note that the support of G#OU as a sheaf on U × U is Z =
∪g∈G(g, id)(U) which is finite over U . Also, if we pick a geometric point Spec k of the base U ,
then the corresponding G-equivariant sheaf is G#OU⊗U k ≃ G#k, the regular representation
of G over k. In other words, ∆∗OX is analogous to the universal family on the corresponding
G-Hilbert scheme.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that X is a separated quasi-projective stack. Then ∆∗OX is a flat
family of skyscraper sheaves over X.
Proof. Now ∆ is representable so the projection formula shows that for locally free V1,V2 ∈
Coh(X) we have
(3.1) V1 ⊗X ∆∗OX ⊗X V2 ≃ ∆∗(V1 ⊗X V2).
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Also, our assumption that X is separated ensures now that ∆∗ is exact so the same is true
for ∆∗OX ⊗X − on calculating Tor. It follows that ∆∗OX is indeed a flat family of coherent
sheaves.
We check now that the support Z of ∆∗OX is finite over X. Now X is e´tale locally a
quotient stack of the form [U/G] where U is a scheme and G is a finite group, so this follows
from the local computation above.
Finally, (3.1) shows that
π2∗(V1 ⊗X ∆∗OX) ≃ π2∗∆∗(V1) = V1
so the discrete invariants are precisely those of a skyscraper sheaf. 
4. Tensor stable moduli stacks
In this section, we introduce a new moduli stack called the tensor stable moduli stack. It
incorporates some of the monoidal structure of Coh(X) by looking at “endomorphisms” of the
moduli stack of skyscraper sheaves induced by tensoring by line bundles. This generalises the
notion of the Serre stable moduli stack introduced in [13] which corresponds to the case of the
canonical line bundle. One can view this approach as a way of putting Bondal-Orlov’s notion
[10] of a point object on a proper moduli-theoretic footing. Indeed, in the case of a single line
bundle L ∈ Pic(X), we will see the tensor stable moduli stack parametrises isomorophisms
M ≃ L ⊗X M for a skyscraper sheaf M. This has two important effects. Firstly, much
like the stability condition in GIT, it limits the possible sheaves M that can occur (see [13,
Example 7.3] for an elementary example). Secondly, it changes the automorphism groups of
objects (see [13, Proposition 4.1(iii)] for an illuminating example).
Let M be an Artin stack and f : M 99K M be a partially defined morphism, that is, there
is an inclusion of locally closed substacks ι : M′ → M and a morphism f : M′ → M. Consider
the graph morphism Γ = Γf : M
′ ∆−→ M′×M′
ι×f
−−→M×M. We define the fixed point stack of
f to be the fibre product stack
Mf = M×∆,M×M,Γ M
′.
The definition depends of course on the domains of definition M′ which is suppressed from
the notation, but like the situation with rational maps in algebraic geometry, there is often
a clear “maximal” choice. Since stacks are themselves categories, the notion of fixed point
stacks exhibits is somewhat subtle “higher” categorical phenomena. For example, the fixed
point stack of the identity morphism is actually the inertia stack, which is not necessarily
the original stack.
The key cases for us are where M,M′ are moduli stacks on some Grothendieck categories
and the partially defined maps are induced by functors. For example, let X be a separated
quasi-projective stack, say with generator G = ⊕Gi and M = MG−Sky, M˜ = MFin. Then
tensoring by a rank r vector bundle V on X, is a functor from Coh(X) → Coh(X) which
induces a morphism of stacks M → M˜. Suppose now that L is a line bundle so tensoring
by L induces a partially defined map M 99K M. We let ML be the fixed point stack of M
with respect to the self-map induced by tensoring by L. Suppose now we are given two line
bundles L1,L2. Now there is a canonical natural isomorphism L1⊗(L2⊗−) ≃ L2⊗(L1⊗−),
so L2 ⊗ (−) induces a partially defined map on ML1 and we may define iteratively (ML1)L2.
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Proposition 4.1. Given a test scheme T , an object of (ML1)L2(T ) consists of a flat family
M ∈ M(T ), isomorphisms φ1 : L1 ⊗X M ≃ M⊗T N1, φ2 : L2 ⊗X M ≃ M⊗T N2 where
N1,N2 are line bundles on T and the φi are defined up to scalar only, such that the following
diagram commutes up to scalar
(4.1)
L1 ⊗X L2 ⊗X M −−−→ L2 ⊗X L1 ⊗X M
1⊗φ1
−−−→ L2 ⊗X M⊗T N1
1⊗φ2
y yφ2⊗1
L1 ⊗X M⊗T N2
φ1⊗1−−−→ M⊗T N1 ⊗T N2 −−−→ M⊗T N2 ⊗T N1
.
Proof. We begin by considering an object of ML1(T ). By definition of the product of
stacks, this consists of the data of a pair (M,M′) ∈ M(T ) × M(T ) and an isomorphism
α : (M,M) ≃ (M′,L1⊗M′) in M(T )×M(T ). Since we are working by default with rigid-
ified moduli stacks, this reduces to the data (M, φ1) where M∈M(T ) and φ1 : L1⊗XM≃
M⊗T N1 is an isomorphism for some line bundle N1 on T . This isomorphism is defined only
up to scalar. Now tensoring by L2 induces a partially defined automorphism of ML1 which
sends (M, φ1) to the pair
(L2 ⊗X M,L1 ⊗X L2 ⊗X M≃ L2 ⊗X L1 ⊗X M
1⊗φ1
≃ L2 ⊗X M⊗T N1).
Note that we have used the natural isomorphism L1 ⊗ (L2 ⊗−) ≃ L2 ⊗ (L1 ⊗−) here. An
object of (ML1)L2(T ) consists of an isomorphism between these two pairs. This is given by
φ2 : L2 ⊗X M≃M⊗T N2 such that the diagram (4.1) commutes up to scalar. 
This description of (ML1)L2 makes clear the symmetry between L1,L2 so it does not matter
which order we perform the fixed point stacks. Another interesting point is that given the
object of (ML1)L2(T ) defined by the data (M, φ1, φ2) above, there is a well-defined scalar λ ∈
O×T such that in diagram (4.1) we have (φ2⊗1)(1⊗φ1) = λ(φ1⊗1)(1⊗φ2). Indeed changing
either φ1 or φ2 by a scalar does not affect λ. The formation of this scalar is compatible with
pullback in the stack so there is a well-defined morphism of stacks ν : (ML1)L2 → Gm.
Definition 4.2. We let ML1,L2 be the fibre product stack (ML1)L2 ×Gm 1 where the map
1 →֒ Gm is the inclusion of the unit map. The data of an object over T consists of (M, φ1, φ2)
as in Proposition 4.1 but now where Diagram (4.1) commutes on the nose. Similarly given
line bundles L1, . . . ,Ls on X, we define ML1,...,Ls and call it the tensor stable moduli stack
of skyscraper sheaves with respect to line bundles L1, . . . ,Ls (and generator G). We refer to
the isomorphisms φi as tensor stability data.
5. Tautological moduli problem
In this section, we show how the tensor stable moduli stack can be used to solve the
tautological moduli problem in the special case where inertia groups are all abelian.
Let L1, . . . ,Ls be line bundles on a quasi-projective stack X. Let c : X → X be the
canonical morphism to the coarse moduli scheme. Suppose that the geometric stabiliser
groups act faithfully on ⊕Li, in which case we say that ⊕Li is a faithful bundle. In this
case, the geometric stabilisers are abelian, and conversely, given such a quasi-projective stack
with abelian geometric stabilisers, there exists e´tale locally on X , a faithful direct sum of line
bundles. Burnside’s theorem ensures that X has a generating sheaf G which is a direct sum
of line bundles constructed by tensoring the Li together. We wish to study the tensor stable
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moduli stack of skyscraper sheaves ML1,...,Ls with respect to L1, . . . ,Ls and some appropriate
generator G.
The following is standard in stack theory. Recall that if B is a Zs-graded sheaf of algebras
on X , then there is an action of (Zs)∨ = Gsm on P = SpecXB.
Proposition 5.1. With the above hypotheses, there exists a Zs-graded sheaf of algebras
B = ⊕Bχ1,...,χs on X such that X ≃ [P/G
s
m] where P = SpecXB.
Proof. Let
P = Spec
X
⊕
(χ1,...,χs)∈Zs
L⊗χ11 ⊗X ⊗ · · · ⊗X L
⊗χs
s .
Our assumption that ⊕Li is faithful means that this is an algebraic space. By construction,
we have X ≃ [P/Gsm]. Now P → X is affine and hence, cohomologically affine, whilst
c : X → X is cohomologically affine so the same is true of the composite f : P → X . The
algebraic space version of Serre’s criterion for affineness [5, Proposition 3.3] ensures that f
is actually affine so P = Spec
X
B for some sheaf of algebras B. Furthermore, the action of
Gsm on P induces a Z
s-graded structure on B. 
The proposition allows us to identify Qcoh(X) with the category B − Gr of Zs-graded
B-modules. Let χ = (χ1, . . . , χs) ∈ Zs which can also be viewed as a character of Gsm.
By construction, the Gsm-equivariant sheaf OP ⊗k χ is isomorphic to L
⊗χ1
1 ⊗X ⊗ · · · ⊗X L
χs
s .
Tensoring by OP ⊗k χ corresponds to the graded shift by χ operator M 7→M [χ] on B −Gr.
The push forward functor c∗ : B−Gr→ Qcoh(X) from the B-module viewpoint corresponds
to taking the degree 0 part. Hence,
c∗
(
L⊗χ11 ⊗X ⊗ · · · ⊗X L
⊗χs
s
)
≃ Bχ
is a coherent sheaf on X .
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a separated quasi-projective stack and L1, . . . ,Ls be line bundles on
X such that L1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ls is faithful. Suppose that G = ⊕Gi is a generator for X with one
summand, say G0, of the form c∗V ⊗X L where V is a vector bundle on V and L lies in the
subgroup of the Picard group generated by L1, . . . ,Ls. Then M
L1,...Ls
G−Sky ≃ X.
Proof. To simplify notation, we give the proof for the case s = 2 and write M := ML1,L2G−Sky.
The general case is the same and can be obtained by inserting ellipses in appropriate places.
To construct a morphism X → M, it suffices to produce a flat family of tensor stable
skyscraper sheaves over X. Proposition 3.6 shows that ∆∗OX is a flat family of skyscraper
sheaves over X. To show this family is stable under tensoring by Li, note that Equation 3.1
gives a natural isomorphism
φi : Li ⊗X ∆∗OX
∼
−→ ∆∗(Li)
∼
−→ ∆∗OX ⊗X Li.
The data of ∆∗OX, φ1, φ2 thus defines a morphism from X→M.
We now construct the inverse morphism Φ: M → X. Recall that M is the stackification
of a pre-stack Mpre whose category of sections over a test scheme T can be defined as
follows. An object of Mpre(T ) consists of a flat family of skyscraper sheaves S with respect
to L1,L2 over T , and isomorphisms (expressed using Notation 3.5) φi : Li ⊗X S ≃ S ⊗T Ni,
for line bundles N1,N2 on T . Our assumption on G and Proposition 3.4 ensures that S has
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skyscraper L-rank, and the isomorphisms φi now ensure that S also has skyscraper L′-rank
for any L′ ∈ 〈L1, . . . ,Ls〉.
We use Proposition 5.1 to view X as the quotient stack [P/G2m] where P = SpecXB for
some Z2-graded sheaf of algebras B on X . If BT denotes the pullback of B to X × T , then
we may view S as a Z2-graded BT -module and the φi become isomorphisms of the form
(5.1) φ1 : S[1, 0] ≃ S ⊗T N1, φ1 : S[0, 1] ≃ S ⊗T N2.
We wish to define the object Φ(S, φ1, φ2) ∈ X(T ) = [P/G
2
m](T ) which will be a diagram of
the form
T˜
f
−−−→ P
π
y
T
where π : T˜ → T is a G2m-torsor and f : T˜ → P is a G
2
m-equivariant morphism. We define
OT˜ =
⊕
χ1,χ2∈Z
N⊗χ11 ⊗T N
⊗χ2
2 and T˜ = SpecTOT˜
which is naturally a G2m-torsor over T .
To define f , we will first need to define the induced map on coarse moduli schemes f¯ : T →
X . The isomorphisms (5.1) ensure that the sheaves Sχ1χ2 ∈ Coh(X × T ) are all isomorphic,
so in particular, have the same support Z ⊆ X × T . Now S is a flat family of skyscraper
sheaves relative to G so we know the projection map φ : Z → T is a finite map and, as
remarked above, φ∗Si1i2 are line bundles on T . The canonical morphism of OT -algebras
OZ
ρ
−→ EndOTS00 ≃ OT splits the identity on OT . Now ρ is injective by definition of support,
so φ : Z → T is an isomorphism. We may now define f¯ to be the composite f¯ = π1 ◦ φ−1
where π1 : Z →֒ X × T → X is projection onto the first factor. Note that S is supported on
the graph of f¯ so, as a sheaf, is completely determined by f¯ and its structure as a sheaf on
T .
We will define f by constructing a morphism of Z2-graded sheaves of algebras ψ : f¯ ∗B →
OT˜ . Note first that the isomorphisms (5.1) show that S ≃ S00⊗TOT˜ as Z
2-graded sheaves on
T . Let Eχ be the sheaf of (degree 0) graded homomorphism of sheaves S → S[−χ] on T . Note
that composition induces a natural algebra structure on E = ⊕χ∈Z2Eχ. Furthermore, right
multiplication on S induces an injective Z2-graded homomorphism of sheaves of algebras
OT˜ →֒ E . Left multiplication also induces a graded morphism of algebras ψ : B → E , and
will define our map f , once we show its image lies in OT˜ . This follows from the fact that the
isomorphisms in (5.1) are isomorphisms of BT -modules and the theory of endomorphisms
compatible with shifts as explained in [11, Section 3].
This completes the definition of Φ(S, φ1, φ2). It is now elementary, though tedious, to
verify that a) this defines a morphism of pre-stacks Mpre → X and hence, morphism of
stacks Φ: M → X, and that b) Φ is inverse to the morphism X → M we constructed using
the universal skyscraper sheaf ∆∗OX. 
6. Tensor stable moduli of representations
In this section, we use the technology of tensor stable moduli stacks to give modular
realisations of some derived equivalences. To this end, we consider a finite dimensional
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algebra A. The key case is when A is the endomorphism algebra of a tilting bundle T on a
separated smooth projective stack X. The basic idea is to use tilting theory to transfer the
tautological moduli problem on Qcoh(X) to a corresponding moduli problem on mod− A.
We assume throughout that A has finite global dimension. Fix a dimension vector ~d ∈
K0(A). If we present A as a quiver with relations so that A ≃ kQ/I for some quiver
Q = (Q0, Q1) and some admissible ideal I ⊳ kQ, then ~d can be viewed as an element of Z
Q0 .
Let M~d denote the rigidified moduli stack of A-modules with dimension vector
~d. It is an
Artin stack of finite type, an elementary description of which can be found in [13, Section 2].
Let L1, . . . , Ls be two-sided tilting complexes on A, that is, they induce auto-equivalences
−⊗LA Li : D
b
fg(A)
∼
−→ Dbfg(A)
where Dbfg(A) denotes the bounded derived category of finitely generated A-modules. This
functor induces a partially defined map λi : M~d 99K M~d as follows. Let M be a flat family
of A-modules over a test scheme T with dimension vector ~d. By [13, Proposition 3.3] (the
proof given there for Li = DA works more generally in this setting), there is a locally
closed subscheme T ◦ ⊆ T which is the locus where a) Hp(M⊗LA Li) = 0 for p 6= 0 and b),
H0(M⊗LA Li) is flat over T
◦ with dimension vector ~d. Furthermore, by [13, Lemma 3.2], we
have
Hp(M|T ◦ ⊗
L
A Li) ≃ Hp(M⊗
L
A Li)|T ◦ .
As one variesM and T , the locally closed subscheme T ◦ determines a locally closed substack
M◦~d
⊆M~d. We conclude
Proposition 6.1. The functor −⊗ALi : mod−A→ mod−A induces a partially defined map
λi : M~d 99KM~d with domain of definition M
◦
~d
in the notation above. We let ML1,...,Ls~d denote
the fixed point stack of these partially defined maps and call it the tensor stable moduli stack
of A-modules with dimension vector ~d with respect to L1, . . . , Ls.
The algebras of interest are those arising from tilting theory. We thus suppose that X
is a separated smooth projective stack with a tilting bundle T which we decompose into
indecomposables T = ⊕i∈Q0Ti. The finite dimensional algebra A = EndX T has finite global
dimension and has the form A ≃ kQ/I where the vertex set of the quiver Q is Q0. We view
T as an (A,OX)-bimodule.
Proposition 6.2. The tilting bundle T is a generating sheaf for X.
Proof. Fix a geometric point x ∈ X. The stack [pt/Aut(x)] may be presented using the
Cartesian square
[pt/Aut(x)]
x
−−−→ Xy yc
pt
x
−−−→ X.
The morphism x is a closed embedding and hence x : [pt/Aut(x)] → X is too. We then
have that x∗ ◦ x∗ = id and so x∗ : Db([pt/Aut(x)]) → Db(X) is full and faithful. Let
V be a vector bundle on [pt/Aut(x)] given by some irreducible representation. Since
Coh([pt/Aut(x)]) is semi-simple it suffices to show that Hom•(x∗T ,V) 6= 0. By adjuc-
tion we have Hom•(x∗T ,V) = Hom•(T , x∗V). Since T generates the derived category we
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have Hom•(T , x∗V) = 0 if and only if x∗V = 0. However this can not be true since that
would imply x∗ x∗V = 0 and hence V = 0. 
Let Φ = RHomX(T ,−) : Dbc(X)→ D
b
fg(A) denote the derived equivalence induced by T .
Given line bundles L1, . . . ,Ls ∈ PicX, we may thus consider the tensor stable moduli stack
ML•T := M
L1,...,Ls
T −Sky . We now introduce the corresponding moduli stack on mod−A as follows.
Firstly, we let ~d ∈ ZQ0 = K0(A) be defined by di = rank Ti so that for any skyscraper sheaf
S on X relative to T , we have Φ(S) is an A-module with dimension vector ~d. Consider the
auto-equivalences
Φ ◦ (Li ⊗
L
X −) ◦ Φ
−1 : Dbfg(A)→ D
b
fg(A)
which by Rickard [23] are naturally isomorphic to − ⊗LA Li for some two-sided tilting com-
plexes Li. We thus also have another tensor stable moduli stack M
L•
~d
:= ML1,...,Ls~d .
We now examine how Φ = RHomX(T ,−) induces a morphism φ : MT −Sky → M~d and
hence morphism ML•T −Sky → M
L•
~d
which we also denote by φ. Let S be a flat family of
skyscraper sheaves over T = SpecR relative to T where R is a noetherian ring. We use the
bimodule Notation 3.5 for S below. Following Grothendieck (see for example [16, Chapter III,
Section 12]), consider the functors
φp := Hp(T ∨ ⊗X S ⊗R −) : mod− R→ mod− (A⊗R).
Now T ∨ ⊗X S has finite support over R so φp = 0 for p > 0 and φ0 is exact. By [16,
Proposition 12.5] and Remark 2.4, it follows that the natural transformation
H0(T ∨ ⊗X S)⊗R (−)→ φ
0
is an isomorphism and hence H0(T ∨ ⊗X S) is flat over R. Thus Φ is compatible with base
change and we conclude
Proposition 6.3. There is a well-defined morphism of stacks MT −Sky →M~d defined by the
functor S 7→ Φ(S) = H0(T ∨ ⊗X S) which induces the stack morphism φ : M
L•
T −Sky →M
L•
~d
.
We wish now to show that the (quasi-)inverse functor
Ψ := (−)⊗LA T : D
b
fg(A)→ D
b
c(X)
induces an inverse morphism ψ : ML•~d → M
L•
T −Sky to φ. We need the following ampleness
assumption: there is some tensor product L
~i := L⊗i11 ⊗X . . . ⊗X L
⊗is
s such that the triple
(Coh(X), T , (−) ⊗X L
~i) is ample in the sense of [7]. In this case we say more briefly that
(T ,L•) is ample.
Theorem 6.4. Let T = ⊕Ti be a tilting bundle on a smooth separated projective stack X
and L1, . . . ,Ls be line bundles such that (T ,L•) is ample. We furthermore assume that
one of the summands Ti is isomorphic to c
∗V ⊗ L for some vector bundle V on X and line
bundle L in the group generated by the Li. Let A = EndX T and L1, . . . , Ls be the two-
sided tilting complexes above which correspond to L1, . . . ,Ls. Then there is an isomorphism
of stacks X ≃ ML•~d where
~d ∈ K0(A) is given by the rank vector of T . Furthermore, the
isomorphism is given by the universal object defined by the bimodule OXT
∨
A together with
some isomorphisms Li ⊗X T ∨ ≃ T ∨ ⊗LA Li.
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Proof. We first show that the morphism of stacks φ : ML•T −Sky → M
L•
~d
is an isomorphism in
this case. Now φ is given by the equivalence RHomX(T ,−) so it suffices to show that the
inverse equivalence (−)⊗LA T induces a well-defined morphism of stacks ψ : M
L•
~d
→ML•T −Sky.
Let T be a noetherian affine test scheme and consider an object of ML•~d given by a flat
family of A-modules M over T and isomorphisms θi : M⊗LA Li
∼
−→ Ni ⊗T M for some line
bundles Ni on T . Let P :=M⊗
L
A T so for any ~j ∈ Z
s we have
RHomX(T ,P ⊗ L
⊗~j) ≃ N⊗
~j ⊗T M ∈ Mod− A.
Note that P ∈ D≤0 is a bounded complex since A has finite global dimension. Let Fn =
HomX(T ,− ⊗X L⊗n
~i) where ~i is chosen so that (Coh(X), T , (−) ⊗X L
~i) is ample. Consider
the hypercohomology spectral sequence is
RpFnH
q(P)⇒ Hp+q(RHomX(T ,P ⊗ L
⊗n~i)).
For n ≫ 0, the spectral sequence collapses to show that Fn(Hq(P)) = 0 for all q 6= 0. In
particular, ampleness ensures that P is concentrated in cohomological degree 0. Furthermore,
the Serre module ⊕nFn(P) is in sufficiently high degree equal to ⊕N⊗n
~i⊗T M which is flat
over T . It follows since flatness is a property of the abelian category and [7], that P is flat
over T too. Furthermore, the Hilbert function of the Serre module is bounded so P is even
a flat family of finite length sheaves. The fact that it is also a family of skyscraper sheaves
relative to T follows from the fact that RHomX(T ,P) ≃M which has the same rank vector
as T . This completes the proof that ψ is an isomorphism of stacks. Composing with the
“tautological” isomorphism of Theorem 5.2 gives the required isomorphism which maps the
universal object ∆∗OX (with appropriate isomorphisms) to T ∨. 
7. Refined representation and their moduli
In this section, we introduce refined representations which give a different approach
for recovering a DM-stack X from a tilting bundle. The construction has antecedents in
Abdelgadir-Ueda’s [1] and is an outgrowth of Craw-Smith’s theory of multi-linear series [14].
Their starting hypotheses were quite different so, following them, we will for now relax
the assumption that T is tilting. We will however, assume that T is a direct sum of non-
isomorphic line bundles Ti. As in Section 6, we let A := End(T ) present A as a quiver
Q = (Q0, Q1) with relations so that A ≃ kQ/I for some admissible ideal I⊳kQ. Furthermore,
we view A-modules M as quiver representations (Mi, ma) of Q that satisfy the relations
in I, the indices here range over i ∈ Q0, a ∈ Q1. We also fix the dimension vector to be
~1 := (1, . . . , 1). The letter M will denote the rigidified moduli stack of right A-modules of
dimension vector ~1.
The stack M comes with a universal bundle U = ⊕i∈Q0Ui. Since the moduli stack M is
rigidified to remove the common Gm-stabiliser, U is only uniquely defined up to twist by
some line bundle on M. The bundle T ∨ gives a tautological family of quiver representations
of Q over X and hence induces a morphism of stacks f : X→ M such that f ∗U ≃ N ⊗X T ∨
for some line bundle N on X. We will assume that one of the T0 is OX for some distinguished
vertex 0 ∈ Q0 and further arrange matters so U0 = N = OM, hence U and f ∗ are well-defined.
The universal line bundles ofM generate a free abelian subgroup of Pic(M) of rank |Q0|−1.
This may be checked by restricting to the “point” of M corresponding to the semisimple
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module M of dimension vector ~1. Given our assumption that U0 = OM, we may identify
this subgroup of Pic(M) with the free abelian group ZQ0\{0} by taking the universal bundle
Ui to the generator χi for 0 6= i ∈ Q0. To simplify notation we write ΛQ := ZQ0\{0}.
To motivate the refined representation approach to stack recovery, let Λ be a finitely
generated abelian group such as im(f ∗ : ΛQ → Pic(X)) above. Suppose its dual Λ∨ acts on an
affine scheme SpecR so R is a Λ-graded algebra. Consider the Artin stack X˜ := [SpecR/Λ∨]
which has partial sheaf Cox ring O
X˜
⊗k OΛ∨ =
⊕
λ∈ΛOλ where Oλ is the line bundle on X˜
corresponding to R with Λ∨-action twisted by the character λ ∈ Λ. For any test scheme
S, the morphisms φ : S → X˜ consist, by definition, of a Λ∨-cover S˜ := Spec
S
⊕λ φ
∗Oλ of S
and a Λ∨-equivariant map S˜ → SpecR which corresponds to Λ-graded algebra morphism
φ∗ : R → ⊕λφ∗Oλ. In the multi-linear series setup, our choice of T corresponds to picking
a subset Q0 ⊂ Λ containing 0, from which one naturally constructs the ΛQ-graded algebra
freely generated by the line bundles φ∗Oλ, λ ∈ Q0. To recover all the data (S˜, φ
∗) however,
we will in particular, need extra refinement data to reconstruct the Λ-graded sheaf of algebras
⊕λφ∗Oλ. Passing from the ΛQ-graded algebra to the Λ-graded one corresponds geometrically
to lifting a map S → BΛ∨Q to BΛ
∨. Naturally, the kernel Λr of the group homomorphism
f ∗ : ΛQ → Pic(X) will play an important role in what follows. We now proceed with the
details.
7.1. Some monoidal notation. The data required to construct a partial sheaf Cox ring is
most conveniently expressed using the language of monoidal categories.
There are several monoidal categories of interest here. Firstly, for any stack S, we let
Vect1(S) denote the symmetric monoidal category of line bundles on S, where the morphisms
are the isomorphisms. The category is also rigid in the sense that it has (left and right) duals.
Secondly, given an abelian group Λ and subgroup Λ′, we define a symmetric monoidal
category Λ/Λ′ whose objects are the elements of Λ. The morphisms are given by a pair
λ ∈ Λ, λ′ ∈ Λ′ and have the form λ
+λ′
−−→ λ + λ′. Composition of morphisms is given by
addition. The tensor product is also given by addition whilst the braiding and the associator
are given by the identity +0. Note that morphisms in this category are unique (if they exist).
This observation is useful to keep in mind when verifying diagrams in Λ/Λ′ commute. In
particular, it streamlines checking that Λ/Λ′ is a symmetric monoidal category, an elementary
verification we omit. Note also that it is rigid with duals given by negatives. When Λ′ = 0
we write Λ = Λ/Λ′. The category Λ/Λ′ is monoidally equivalent to Λ/Λ′.
Proposition 7.1. The S-points of the stack BΛ∨ for a given scheme S are precisely monoidal
functors Φ: Λ→ Vect1(S).
Proof. Consider first a monoidal functor Φ as above. The corresponding S-point of BΛ∨ will
be a Λ∨-cover of the form Spec
S
⊕λ Φ(λ). The data of the monoidal functor also includes
the multiplication map Φ(λ) ⊗S Φ(λ′) → Φ(λ + λ′). Conversely, for any S-point of BΛ∨
corresponding to the Λ∨-cover π : S˜ → S, one obtains a a monoidal functor Φ where Φ(λ) is
the λ-isotypic component of π∗OS˜. 
One important case of the construction in the above proof occurs when Λ ≤ Pic(X).
Definition 7.2. Let Λ ≤ Pic(X) and Φ: Λ → Vect1(X) be a monoidal functor such that
Φ(λ) is a line bundle in the isomorphism class λ. The Λ-graded sheaf of OX-algebras ⊕Φ(λ)
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above is called a partial sheaf Cox ring associated to Λ. The corresponding partial Cox ring
is the induced Λ-graded ring ⊕H0(X,Φ(λ)).
Given line bundles Mi, i ∈ Q0 \ {0}, we have a canonical monoidal functor M? : ΛQ →
Vect1(S) taking the object corresponding to χ =
∑
i∈Q0\{0}
aiχi toMχ := ⊗i∈Q0\{0}M
ai
i . To
construct a Pic(X)-graded sheaf of algebras on S which is otherwise freely generated by the
Mi thus corresponds to lifting the monoidal functor M? to ΛQ/Λr → Vect1(S).
Proposition 7.3. Let O?,M?|r : Λr → Vect1(S) denote the trivial functor and the restriction
of M? to Λr. A lift of M? to a monoidal functor F : ΛQ/Λr → Vect1(S) corresponds to a
natural isomorphism g : O? →M?|r. The correspondence is given by
gκ = F (0→ κ) : OS →Mκ.
One may view the natural isomorphism g above as a categorification of the relations κ in
Λr.
7.2. Definition of refined representations. In this subsection, we recall the definition
of refined representations introduced in [2, Definition 3.2]. However, our approach will
geometric, defining the moduli stacks first.
We start by defining a natural morphism h : M → BΛ∨r as follows. Given a family of
A-modules (Mi, ma) ∈ M(S) with M0 = OS, we obtain a functor M? : Λ → Vect1(S).
Restricting to Λr ⊂ ΛQ and using Proposition 7.1 gives a morphism S → BΛ∨r . As S varies
over test schemes, we obtain a natural morphism h : M→ BΛ∨r . We let M˜ be the Λ
∨
r -cover
of M defined by the following 2-Cartesian square.
(7.1)
M˜ −−−→ My yh
pt −−−→ BΛ∨r = [pt/Λ
∨
r ].
Now the composite S → pt → BΛ∨r is given by the trivial functor O? : Λr → Vect1(S).
By the standard construction of the fibre product of stacks, we see that an object of M˜(S)
corresponds to a representation (Mi, ma) and a natural isomorphism g : O? → M?|r of
braided monoidal functors. In other words, g is a collection of isomorphisms gκ : OS
∼
−→
Mκ, κ ∈ Λr such that gκ+κ′ = gκ ⊗ gκ′. From Proposition 7.3, this allows us to lift the
monoidal functorM? to ΛQ/Λr and thus build a Pic(X)-graded sheaf of algebras on S with
generators Mi.
This can be interpreted geometrically as follows. Note that
B(ΛQ/Λr)
∨ = pt×BΛ∨r BΛ
∨
Q.
From Diagram 7.1, we see that there is now a natural morphism M˜→ B(ΛQ/Λr)∨ as desired.
There are natural morphisms X → pt and f : X → M but to use the universal property
of fibre products we further need to give 2-isomorphism between the two composites from X
to BΛ∨r . Given a choice of basis Br of Λr, this is a choice of γκ : O
∼
−→ T ∨κ for each κ ∈ Br.
Such γk’s exist since Λr is the kernel of f
∗. For now pick such isomorphisms; we will later
further discuss this ambiguity.
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Definition 7.4. A flat family of refined representationsM of A over S of dimension vector ~1
consists of a representation (Mi, ma, g) ∈ M˜(S) such that g satisfies the following condition:
for any two pairs of vertices (i, j) and (k, l) for which κ := (χi + χl) − (χj + χk) ∈ Λr and
path a : i→ j, the following diagram commutes
(7.2)
Mi ⊗Mk
ma⊗id−−−−→ Mj ⊗Mkyid ygκ
Mi ⊗Mk
id⊗mγ(a)
−−−−−→ Mi ⊗Ml.
We let Mref denote the resulting moduli stack of refined representations of A. We refer to g
as refinement data.
Remark 7.5. This definition of refined representations is slightly different from that given
in [2, Definition 3.2] where the commutative diagram condition is omitted.
The choice of isomorphisms γκ for every κ ∈ Br gives a family of refined representations
(T ∨i , ta, γκ) over X and so a morphism X→Mref. Any two such choices give 2-isomorphisms
between the associated morphisms X→Mref.
When T is a tilting bundle, we use the following method to select the isomorphisms γk as
follows. LetKb(Ti) is the homotopy category of complexes whose components are direct sums
of line bundles T ∨i , i ∈ Q0 \ {0}. Since T is tilting, the inclusion functor ι : K
b(Ti)→ Db(X)
is a triangulated equivalence and we may pick a quasi-inverse ι−1 : Db(X)→ Kb(Ti). Given
χ ∈ ΛQ, the image of the line bundle T ∨χ := f
∗Uχ under this functor Db(X)→ Kb(Ti) is by
definition a complex whose components are direct sums of line bundles of the form T ∨i . For
κ ∈ Λr the following lemma gives us an isomorphism from OX to T ∨κ .
Lemma 7.6. A quasi-inverse ι−1 : Db(X) → Kb(Ti) of the natural inclusion ι : Kb(Ti) →
Db(X) induces an isomorphism γk : OX
∼
−→ T ∨κ for every κ ∈ Λr.
Proof. The class of T ∨κ in the Grothendieck group of X is equal to that of OX since they are
isomorphic. Therefore the determinant of the projective resolution of T ∨κ must be equal to
OX. Otherwise it would give a non-trivial relation in the Grothendieck group of X which is
freely generated by the classes of T ∨i for i ∈ Q0. 
7.3. From tensor stable to refined representations. For the rest of the section we will
assume that T is tilting and fix a quasi-inverse ι−1 : Db(X)→ Kb(Ti) to ι as in Lemma 7.6.
Since T is a direct sum of line bundles, we may consider the tensor stable moduli stack ML•
where L• = {Li | i ∈ Q0 \ {0}} and the Li are the two-sided tilting complexes corresponding
to T ∨i . We abuse notation and write write M
T := ML• . In this subsection, we construct a
morphism h : MT → Mref by explicitly assigning refinement data to tensor stability data.
Consider a flat family of A-modulesM∈MT (S) over a test scheme S. The tensor stability
data consists of compatible isomorphisms
ψi : M⊗
L
A Li
∼
−→ Ni ⊗S M
where Ni are line bundles on S. The assignment χi to Ni extends to a monoidal functor
N? : ΛQ → Vect1(S) by Proposition 4.1 (see Subsection 7.1). The isomorphisms ψi are only
defined up to scalar and we will need to show at the end, that our definition of h(M, ψi) is
independent of this ambiguity.
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There are a several functors from ΛQ to Vect1(S) that are in play here: there are M?
and N?, which were defined above, and then (M⊗LA L?)0 and M
can
? which we will define
below. The functors M? and N? are monoidal while (M⊗LA L?)0 and M
can
? turn out not
to be monoidal. The refinement data corresponding to ψi will be derived by relating these
functors to each other.
Lemma 7.7. The tensor stability data give a natural isomorphism of monoidal functors
ξ : M? → N?.
Proof. First note that for i ∈ Q0 we have that (M⊗
L
ALi)0 =Mi where the subscript 0 means
the component corresponding to the distinguished vertex 0 ∈ Q0. Furthermore M0 = OS.
Our tensor stability data then gives
Mi = (M⊗
L
A Li)0
ψi,0
−−→ Ni ⊗S M0 = Ni.
Tensoring over S induces the required isomorphisms ξχ : Mχ
∼
−→ Nχ. 
The other two functors of interest (M⊗LAL?)0 andM
can
? are given as follows. The functor
(M⊗LA L?)0 takes the value (M⊗
L
A Lχ)0 for χ ∈ ΛQ. ForM
can
? , let K
b(Pi) be the homotopy
category of complexes whose components are direct sums of the projectives Pi := Aei.
Since the derived equivalence Db(A) → Db(X) takes Pi to T ∨i , our choice of quasi-inverse
Db(X) → Kb(Ti) induces an equivalence Db(A) → Kb(Pi). The image of the module Lχ
under this functor Db(A)→ Kb(Pi) is by definition a complex whose components are direct
sums of projectives of the form Pi. We then have an expression of (M⊗
L
A Lχ)0 as a complex
whose components are direct sums ofMi. TakeMcan? to be the determinant of this complex
of S-bundles.
Lemma 7.8. The functors (M⊗LA L?)0 and M
can
? are canonically isomorphic.
Proof. The complex (M⊗LA Lχ)0 is a complex of bundles whose cohomology is a line bundle
concentrated in one degree. There is a canonical isomorphism from this to its determinant
Mcanχ . 
The following example shows that, without tensor stability data, one has Mχ 6=Mcanχ in
general.
Example 7.9. Take the weighted projective line X := P(1, 2). The stack X is the stacky Proj
of the Z-graded ring k[y1, y2] where deg(yi) = i. Consider the tilting bundle T = ⊕2i=0O(~yi)
and let O(~yi) be the two-sided tilting complex corresponding to O(~yi). Take M here to be
the universal family U = (Ui, ua) on the moduli space of quiver representations M. We have
(U ⊗LA O(~yi))0 = Ui. For χ = 2χ1,
U canχ = (U ⊗
L
A O(~y1)⊗
L
A O(~y1))0 = (U ⊗
L
A O(~y2))0 = U2.
On the other hand, Uχ = U1 ⊗M U1 and U2 6≃ U1 ⊗M U1 on M.
Proposition 7.10. Tensor stability data gives an isomorphism of functors between M? and
Mcan? that is independent of scaling.
Proof. For χ ∈ ΛQ Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8 give us
(7.3) Mcanχ
∼
−→ (M⊗LA Lχ)0
ψχ,0
−−→ Nχ ⊗S M0 = Nχ
ξ−1χ
−−→Mχ.
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Scaling the stability data (ψi)i∈Q0 multiplies ψχ and ξχ by the same scalar for all χ ∈ ΛQ
and hence the result. 
Lemma 7.11. Take κ ∈ Λr then M0 =Mcanκ .
Proof. The derived equivalence Db(X) → Db(A) maps the isomorphisms γκ : OX
∼
−→ T ∨κ in
Lemma 7.6 to isomorphisms L0
∼
−→ Lχ. 
Putting Proposition 7.10 and Lemma 7.11 together we have isomorphisms
(7.4) gκ : M0 =M
can
κ →Mκ
for every κ ∈ Λr. These give well-defined refined data onM by Proposition 4.1. We therefore
have a morphism MT →Mref.
Remark 7.12. One may define the gκ in Equation (7.4) in an alternative fashion. The
isomorphism γk : OX → T ∨κ of Lemma 7.6 induces an isomorphism L0
∼
−→ Lκ and in turn an
isomorphism (M⊗LA L0)0
∼
−→ (M⊗LA Lκ)0. Noting that M0 = (M⊗
L
A L0)0 we may define
gk : M0 = (M⊗
L
A L0)0
∼
−→ (M⊗LA Lκ)0
ψκ,0 ◦ ξ
−1
κ
−−−−−→Mκ.
This definition coincides with the one given in Equation 7.4. We chose the definition in
Equation 7.4 because it makes the proof of Theorem 7.13 more direct.
7.4. From refined representations to tensor stable. We continue with our assumption
that T is a tilting bundle expressed as a direct sum of line bundles with T0 = OX. We
have fixed ι−1 : Db(X) → Kb(Ti) and refinement data γk : OX
∼
−→ T ∨κ as in Lemma 7.6.
Subsection 7.3 yields a morphism MT →Mref.
This morphism is rarely surjective so we first identify a locally closed subset of Mref that is
a candidate for the image. There is a forgetful morphism Mref → M that ignores refinement
data. We may then, as before, consider the locally closed substack M◦ of M where all the
− ⊗A Li : M 99K M are defined. We let M◦ref to denote the locally closed substack of Mref
that maps to M◦ under the forgetful map. Note that the image of MT → Mref lies in M
◦
ref.
We will work with the universal family on M◦ref: this consists of universal line bundles
Ui for i ∈ Q0, universal sections ua for a ∈ Q1 and a lift g : ΛQ/Λr → Vect(M) of the
functor U? : ΛQ → Vect(M). From this we aim to define tensor stability data ψi : U ⊗
L
A Li →
Ni ⊗M U for i ∈ Q0 and thus a morphism M
◦
ref → M
T . We do this componentwise defining
isomorphisms of sheaves ψi,j : (U ⊗LA Li)j → Ui ⊗M Uj .
Our triangulated equivalence to Kb(Pi) gives us an expression of (U ⊗LA Li)j as a complex
whose components are direct sums of the bundles Ui. Moreover, since our family is inM
◦
ref the
cohomology of this complex is a line bundle concentrated in degree zero for every i, j ∈ Q0.
Therefore (U ⊗LA Li)j is canonically isomorphic to Uχ for some χ ∈ ΛQ. The line bundle
Ui ⊗M Uj is also of this form, it is Uχi+χj .
We compare our bundles (U ⊗LALi) and Ui⊗M U under pullback by the morphism f : X→
M: we have natural isomorphisms
(7.5) f ∗(U ⊗LA Li)
∼
−→ f ∗U ⊗LA Li
∼
−→ T ∨ ⊗LA Li
∼
−→ T ∨i ⊗X T
∨ ∼−→ f ∗Ui ⊗X f
∗U .
This implies that the images of Uχ ≃ (U ⊗LA Li)j and Ui ⊗M Uj under the composite
ΛQ
U?−→ Vect(M)
f∗
−→ Vect(X)
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are isomorphic. Hence, by definition of Λr, the element χ− (χi+χj) ∈ Λr. The isomorphism
ψi,j is then defined by the composite:
(7.6) ψi,j : (U ⊗
L
A Li)j
∼
−→ Uχ
gχ−(χi+χj)
−−−−−−→ Uχi+χj = Ui ⊗M Uj .
The isomorphisms ψi,j for varying j ∈ Q0 assemble to give the desired A-module isomorphism
ψi. Indeed the commutative diagrams in Definition 7.4 ensure compatibility with the A-
module structure. This completes the construction of the morphism M◦ref →M
Pic.
Theorem 7.13. The morphisms are M◦ref →M
T and MT →M◦ref are mutual quasi-inverses
and give an isomorphism of stacks.
Proof. Observe that (U ⊗LA Li+j)0 = (U ⊗
L
A Li)j and that Uχ in Equation 7.6 is U
can
χi+χj
. Start
with refinement data gκ for κ ∈ Λr. Then substituting Equation 7.6 in Equation 7.3 gives
that M◦ref → M
T → M◦ref is the identity. Similarly starting with tensor stability data ψχ for
χ ∈ ΛQ, substituting Equation 7.3 in Equation 7.6 gives that M◦ref → M
T → M◦ref is the
identity. 
Note that the construction of the inverse isomorphisms MT ≃ M◦ref is given explicitly by
giving a bijective correspondence between tensor stability data and refinement data. We
have thus proved Theorem 1.4.
Corollary 7.14. The stack M◦ref is isomorphic to X.
8. Global quotient presentation of Mref
The moduli space of refined representations, as in the ‘not-refined’ version, has a natural
global quotient presentation. Given a refined quiver representation (Mi, ma, gκ) over k, let
Func⊗,Mi(ΛQ/Λr,Vect(k)) denote the set of monoidal lifts ΛQ/Λr → Vect(k) of the functor
M? : ΛQ → Vect(k). Picking a basis for Mi to identify them with k enables us to view the
ma as elements of A
1 and g as elements of Λ∨r . We thus obtain an element of
R(Q) := ⊕a∈Q1 Hom(Mt(a),Mh(a))× Func⊗,Mi(ΛQ/Λr,Vect(k)) ≃ A
Q1 × Λ∨r .
We use RA to denote the refined representation space which is the closed subscheme of R(Q)
whose elements descend to representations of A ≃ kQ/I and furthermore make the diagrams
in (7.2) commute. The gauge group
GL(~1) := ⊕i∈Q0 GL(Mi) ≃ G
Q0
m .
naturally acts on RA by change of basis. Note that the diagonal one-parameter subgroup
∆ = {(λ, . . . , λ)|λ ∈ Gm} ≤ GL(~1)
acts trivially so there is an induced action of PGL(~1) := GL(~1)/∆. Taking the quotient by
PGL(~1) as opposed to GL(~1) amounts to considering the rigidified moduli stack as opposed
to the unrigidified version. An argument similar to the proof of [2, Proposition 3.9] shows
that Mref is isomorphic to the quotient stack [RA/PGL(~1)].
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8.1. M◦
ref
and GIT stability. For this subsection we assume T is tilting. We study the
locus M◦ref, i.e. the one isomorphic to X, using GIT. First we make the following observation.
Lemma 8.1. The subset M◦ref ⊂ Mref is open.
Proof. Fix a pair of vertices i, j and consider the object (U⊗LALj)i ∈ D
b(Mref) where U is the
universal family on Mref. This is a complex is of rank one. First note that when restricted
to the image of X, this complex is concentrated in degree zero and is quasi-isomorphic to
the line bundle T ∨i ⊗X T
∨
j . This implies that the cohomology sheaves at nonzero degrees
are torsion and furthermore, that the cohomology sheaf in degree zero is of rank one. The
nonzero cohomology sheaves and the torsion part of the zero cohomology sheaf are supported
on a closed set that does not contain the image of X . The complement of this subset is M◦ref
and hence the result. 
Lemma 8.1 hints that perhaps M◦ref is carved out by some GIT stability parameter.
As discussed above,Mref is isomorphic to the quotient stack [RA/PGL(~1)]. Following King
[19], one may define an intrinsic notion of θ-stability for refined representations equivalent to
the GIT stability of the PGL(~1) action on RA, see [2, Definition 3.4]. Observe that PGL(~1)
maybe identified with the subgroup
∏
i 6=0GL(Mi) ⊂ GL(~1). This in turn identifies ΛQ with
the characters of PGL(~1) so we may consider the θ-semistable points in RA for θ ∈ ΛQ. We
will use Mθref to denote the θ-semistable locus of Mref.
Definition 8.2. Given a generic stability parameter θ ∈ ΛQ we say θ stabilises X if f(x) is
θ-stable for all x ∈ X. In other words, θ stabilises X if f : X→Mref factors through Mθref.
Theorem 8.3. Let θ ∈ ΛQ be a stability parameter that stabilises X then the stacks M◦ref ≃ X
are isomorphic to a connected component of Mθref.
Proof. The fact that θ stabilises X gives a morphism f : X → Mθref. This combined with
Corollary 7.14 and Lemma 8.1 gives that f is an open embedding of X in Mθref.
We also have that the image of the coarse moduli space X under the coarse moduli map
induced by f is closed in the coarse moduli space of Mθref. Since X is embedded in M
θ
ref this
implies that f is also a closed embedding. The result follows. 
Remark 8.4. The existence of a θ that stabilises X is part of the hypothesis of Theorem 8.3.
We expect such θ ∈ ΛQ to exist in general. In fact, in Lemma 8.5 below, we earmark a
candidate.
Lemma 8.5. There exists a stability condition θ ∈ ΛQ so that θ is generic, i.e. θ-semistable
implies θ-stable, and f ∗(θ) is the pullback of a very ample line bundle on the coarse moduli
space X of X.
Proof. Definition 3.4 of [2] only tests θ ∈ ΛQ against filtrationsM• of (Mi, ma) that satisfy
κ(M•) = 0 for all κ ∈ Λr ⊂ ΛQ. In other words, stability is only dependent on the class of θ
in ΛQ/Λr. Now T generates Db(X) so the homomorphism f ∗ : ΛQ → Pic(X) is surjective and
we have an isomorphism ΛQ/Λr ≃ Pic(X). Furthermore, ampleness is a generic condition
in Pic(X)Q ≃ Pic(X)Q. Therefore, if necessary, one may perturb θ so that it is generic and
f ∗(θ) is pulled back from the ample cone of X . 
Remark 8.6. The statement corresponding to Lemma 8.5 is not true when applied to the
moduli of quiver representations of the tilting quiver of a general projective DM stack.
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8.2. Mori-dream stacks. In [1], Abdelgadir-Ueda recover weighted projective lines as mod-
uli stacks of refined representations. The method of proof there is quite different from the
approach in Subsections 7.3, 7.4 and is based on recovering the Cox ring of X (see the intro-
ductoriy blurb to Section 7). In this subsection, we give a general account of this method of
proof. What follows does not require the tilting assumption on T so we drop it from here on.
We will though, assume that X is a Mori-dream stack, i.e. that X has a finitely generated
Cox ring R and that
X ≃
[
Spec(R) \ V (Bθ)
Pic(X)∨
]
for Bθ the irrelevant ideal given by some ample line bundle θ ∈ Pic(X). Note that the Peirce
components eiAej of A are all given by the corresponding graded component of R.
The moduli space M is also a global quotient (see [19, Sections 4 & 5]), we spell this out
here to set notation. Fixing k as the vector spaces on the vertices, every point of AQ1 defines a
representation of Q. Those that descend to give A-modules form a closed subset that we will
denote Spec(S) ⊂ AQ1 . The ring S is naturally graded by ΛQ, in fact the graded component
Sj−i has a natural k-basis given by eiAej . We then have that M ≃ [Spec(S)/PGL(~1)]. The
morphism f : X → M is induced from the tautological homomorphism of partial Cox rings
h : S → R with the group homomorphism f ∗ : ΛQ → Pic(X) intertwining the grading.
From the introduction to Section 7, there are two issues to address for stack recovery in the
case of Mori-dream stacks. Firstly, given a family (Mi, ma) of A-modules, the issue of recon-
structing the Pic(X)-graded algebra ⊕χ∈Pic(X)Mχ is resolved by introducing refinement data.
We now address the other issue of matching up the algebra morphism R → ⊕χ∈Pic(X)Mχ
with the data of the A-module action on ⊕iMi. As discussed just above Definition 7.4, for
any two pairs of elements (i, j) and (k, l) of Q0 for which (χi + χl) − (χj + χk) ∈ Λr we
have an isomorphism of Peirce components γ(i, j; k, l) : eiAej
∼
−→ ekAel. This induces an
isomorphism γ(i, j; k, l) : Sj−i
∼
−→ Sl−k. Hence, graded components of the Cox ring R may
become “separated” in the algebra A and hence also in S. This separation of components
gives rise to some obvious elements of ker h that have the form
(8.1) y − γ(i, j; k, l)(y)
where y ∈ Sj−i and i, j, k, l ∈ Q0 are such that (χi+χl)− (χj +χk) ∈ Λr. We let Ide ⊆ ker h
be the Pic(X)-graded ideal generated by these elements.
Definition 8.7. We say our bundle T captures the Cox ring of X if h is surjective and
descends to an isomorphism S/Ide ≃ R.
In the following we demonstrate how the isomorphism X ≃ Mθref can be obtained from the
ring homomorphism h when T captures the Cox ring of X. To further clarify, this is precisely
when the difference between S and R is only due to the separation of Peirce components
discussed above.
Note that PGL(~1) = Λ∨Q, so the Λ
∨
r -cover of M introduced in Subsection 7.2 is M˜ =
[SpecS/Pic(X)∨]. This can be expressed as a PGL(~1)-quotient as follows. Now PGL(~1) acts
diagonally on SpecS × Λ∨r so M˜ = [Spec(S)× Λ
∨
r /PGL(~1)]. Furthermore,
[SpecR/Pic(X)∨] ≃ [V/PGL(~1)]
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where V is the PGL(~1)-orbit of SpecR× 1 ⊆ SpecS×Λ∨r . The refined representation space
RA is a closed subscheme of SpecS ×Λ
∨
r cut-out by the commutative diagrams (7.2). We’ll
eventually show that in this setting RA = V .
We clarify what V is. Let m ⊳ kΛr be the maximal ideal corresponding to 1 ∈ Λ∨r . Then
V is the closed subscheme defined by the ideal sheaf
IV :=
⋂
τ∈PGL(~1)
τ · (I ⊗ kΛr + S ⊗m)
To compute this, we need some notation. Recall that I is only Pic(X)-homogeneous. Let
s ∈ I be a Pic(X)-homogeneous element. Then we can express it as a sum of ΛQ-homogeneous
elements s = s1+ . . .+sm all of whose degrees lie in the same coset of Λr. Hence we can pick
κi ∈ Λr such that sh := s1⊗ κ1+ . . .+ sm⊗ κm is ΛQ-homogeneous. The homogenisation sh
is only defined up to multiplication by some κ ∈ Λr.
Lemma 8.8. Let Σ ⊂ I be a set of Pic(X)-homogeneous generators of I then IV = 〈sh | s ∈
Σ〉.
Under the assumption that T captures the Cox ring of X we have that I is generated
by elements of the form s := y − γ(y) for some ΛQ-homogeneous element y ∈ S. Its ho-
mogenisation sh can be encoded moduli-theoretically on the refined representation space as
follows. Take (Mi, ma, g) a k-point of Mref. Suppose that i, j, k, l ∈ Q0 are such that
κ := (χi + χl) − (χj + χk) ∈ Λr. The refinement data g thus gives an isomorphism
gκ : Homk(Mi,Mj) → Homk(Mk,Ml). Suppose a ∈ eiAej so we have a multiplication
by a map ma : Mi → Mj and multiplication by γ(a) map mγ(a) : Mk → Ml. Then the
relation sh corresponds to commutativity of the following diagram
(8.2)
k
ma⊗M∨i−−−−−→ Mj ⊗M∨iyid ygκ
k
mγ(a)⊗M
∨
k−−−−−−→ Ml ⊗M∨k .
This is precisely the tensor product of the diagram (7.2) by (Mi ⊗Mk)∨. Hence RA = V .
Corollary 8.9. If the bundle T captures the Cox ring of X then the ring homomorphisms h
along with the intertwining homomorphism f ∗ give an isomorphism of stacks[
SpecR
Pic(X)∨
]
≃
[
RA
PGL(~1)
]
.
Corollary 8.10. There is a GIT parameter θ ∈ ΛQ for which X ≃Mθref.
Example 8.11. Insisting that T is tilting does not guarantee that it captures the corre-
sponding Cox ring: take X = F2 := P(OP1 ⊕ OP1(2)) with the well-known tilting bundle
T = O⊕O(f)⊕O(h)⊕O(f +h) (see for example [12, Proposition 6.3]) where f and h−2f
are the divisors corresponding to the fibre and the (−2)-section.
9. An example: GL projective spaces
Here we consider Geigle-Lenzing (GL) projective space as defined by Herschend-Iyama-
Minamoto-Oppermann in [17]. First we begin by briefly recalling their construction.
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The building blocks for GL projective spaces are: a polynomial ring C := k[t0, . . . , td]
and n linear forms l0, . . . , ln ∈ C each with an assigned integer weight pi ≥ 2. The forms
are required to be in general position, i.e. every subset of at most d + 1 forms is linearly
independent. Define
R′ := k[t0, . . . , td, y0, . . . , yn], I := 〈y
pi
i − li | 0 ≤ i ≤ n〉 ⊂ R
′
and take R := R′/I. The ring R is graded by the abelian group
L := Z~y0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Z~yn ⊕ Z~c / 〈pi~yi − ~c | 0 ≤ i ≤ n〉
with deg(ti) = ~c and deg(yi) = ~yi. The corresponding stack is then given by
X :=
[
Spec(R) \ {0}
L∨
]
.
The Picard group of X is given by L and has a partial ordering defined by
~y ≤ ~z ⇐⇒ Hom(~y, ~z) 6= 0.
The ring R may be expressed in a slightly different fashion. We may assume that n ≥ d
by adjoining an indeterminant yi for every extra ti variable and setting li = ti and pi = 1.
Now the genericity assumption allows us to change variables so that the first d+ 1 forms li
are just ti. The ring R is then naturally isomorphic to a quotient of k[y0, . . . , yn] by n − d
linear relations in the monomials ypii . Keeping this presentation of R in mind may make
reading the rest of the section easier.
One may also think of X as an iterated root stack, as observed in [17, Observation 3.1.4].
This is done as follows: X0 := P
d, Xi := Xi−1(O(~c),li,pi) with Xn
∼= X.
Theorem 9.1. [17, Theorem 6.1.2] The following object is tilting in Db(X):
T :=
⊕
~y∈[0,d~c]
O(~y).
Let Q be the quiver of sections of the collection of line bundles
{O(~y) | ~y ∈ [0, d~c]} ⊂ Pic(X).
The algebra End(T ) is then a quotient of kQ by some ideal I. We will use ~y to denote the
vertex of Q corresponding to the line bundle O(~y) and a~m+i to denote the arrow correspond-
ing to the section yi from ~m to ~m+ ~yi for ~m ∈ [0, d~c− ~yi]. Take M to be the moduli space
of quiver representations of kQ/I with dimension vector ~1 and let S be its Cox ring.
As in Subsection 8.2, we have a tautological homomorphism S → R. Notice that every
arrow in Q is of this form a~m+i for ~m ∈ [0, d~c − ~yi]. Therefore for every ~m ∈ [0, d~c − ~yi]
and 0 ≤ i ≤ n there we have a generator ya0+i − ya~m+i in the corresponding ideal Ide. Thus
S/Ide is a quotient of k[y0, . . . , yn]: the kernel of S/Ide → k[ya0 , . . . , yan] is generated by the
n− d relations between the arrows with head at 0 and tail at ~c but those are the equations
between the monomials ypii in R. Hence S/Ide ≃ R and T captures the Cox ring of X. We
thus have:
Corollary 9.2. For the GL projective space X, we have X ≃ MT ≃ Mθref for some GIT
stability parameter θ.
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